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A Manufacturing Approach to Reducing Consumer Food Waste
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Abstract. Globally, one third of food produced is wasted. In the UK, 47% of the food waste is post-consumer revealing a need to encourage more efficient consumption. This research asserts that manufacturers and retailers can play a crucial role in minimising consumer food waste (CFW) through consumer engagement and provision of smart solutions that ensure more efficient use of food products. Supporting manufacturers and retailers to minimise CFW can be achieved via two stages: a) understanding and evaluating CFW, and b) identifying improvements to manufacturing and retail activities that would reduce CFW. On-site waste audits have identified that the percentage of edible CFW from domestic environments (77%) is greater than that disposed of in public areas (14%) supporting the hypothesis that improving the full food provisioning process (e.g. packaging, storage, guidance) would be beneficial. This paper proposes a number of mechanisms to support manufacturing and retail in reducing CFW.
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1. Introduction

It is estimated that in developing countries about 40% of food waste is generated at post-harvest and processing stages, whereas 40% of food waste in the developed countries is created at the retail and consumer stages [1]. This research focuses on consumer food waste (CFW) generated in the UK, as a representative of developed countries, which is estimated to amount to 7 MT p.a. out of a total of 15 MT p.a. of food wasted in the UK [2]. This makes UK consumers the largest single contributor towards food waste (Figure 1). Moreover, 60% of CFW in the UK is estimated to be avoidable [3]. CFW has the highest level of environmental and economic impacts compared to waste generated at other stages of the supply chain and this is due to the significant amount of resources (water, labour, etc.) used to produce the final products.

Several factors contribute to CFW generation including consumer behaviour, retail environment (e.g. promotions, packaging) and other external factors (e.g. economic, governmental) [2]. These three main factors highly influence how consumers purchase, store, prepare and consume food which in turn influence consumer generation of waste. Therefore, CFW is not just an issue of individual behaviours [4] and manufacturing and retail have the power to influence the consumer choices and improve their business activities in order to reduce domestic food waste. This paper presents an overview of
the approaches suggested for businesses to minimise CFW, proposes a new approach for manufacturers and retailers to support efficient consumption and discusses findings from on-site food waste audits conducted at domestic properties as well as public areas.

Figure 1. Food waste in the UK by stage (in million tonnes). Data from [5].

2. Consumer Food Waste Reduction

A review of the literature has identified several proposed (or implemented) solutions for manufacturers and retailers to support the reduction of CFW. These solutions can be categorised into strategic or functional. It was observed that only a minority of these solutions focuses on reducing CFW in terms of environmental impact. This deserves more attention as reducing the waste of a certain food product by a small quantity (e.g. beef) can have better environmental benefits than reducing a greater amount of waste generated from another product (e.g. potato).

For the solutions that can be implemented at a strategic level, several frameworks have been identified; some of these are detailed in Table 1. All of these frameworks stress the importance of deploying communication, technology and policy making in supporting consumers to minimise their food waste.

At a more functional level, some actions were taken to reduce CFW by extending food shelf-life, offering more variety for food portion size, providing storage guidance and clarifying food date labels. These actions are important since 80% of avoidable CFW is due to factors such as: “Cooked, prepared or served too much” (48%) and “Not used in time” (31%) [3]. Most of the offered solutions rely on improving food packaging as it constitutes a medium to communicate with consumers.

Resealable packaging and packaging that reduces cross-contamination (e.g. pre-cut packaged ingredients) are examples of solutions that extend shelf life at home and provide more flexibility for portioning [6]. To keep food fresh for longer and to utilise it efficiently, packaging has been used to provide clear guidance on how to store food [2] and phone apps have been proposed to help consumers manage their food inventory [7]. Regarding date labelling, some actors called for the “abolishment of best-before labels for long-lasting products” [8] since some consumers use “this label as a ‘use by’ date, rather than a quality guideline” [9]. To overcome the confusion over food date labels, temperature sensitive colour changing smart labels, made of gold nanorods, have been suggested to enable a more precise indication of whether the food is spoilt or not [10].

The proposed solutions are effective ways for manufacturers and retailers to help solve issues stated as direct causes for food waste (e.g. products perishability); however, the majority of these approaches focus on short-term interactions with consumers. They regard provision of food as simple transactions instead of a medium to build stronger relationships between businesses and consumers. For instance, provision of guidance
on how to use a product does not take into consideration the environment in which that product will be prepared and used as well as its interaction with other food products.

Table 1. Frameworks for reducing consumer food waste.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innovate</strong>: integrate sustainability into product design innovation</td>
<td><strong>Exemplify</strong>: lead by example; achieve consistency in policies</td>
<td><strong>Plan</strong>: a strategy to engage consumers</td>
<td><strong>Use technology</strong>: to facilitate reduction of food waste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Influence</strong>: use communication to enable consumers to choose products more sustainably</td>
<td><strong>Enable</strong>: remove barriers; provide facilities, alternatives; train; educate</td>
<td><strong>Set targets</strong>: establish a baseline</td>
<td><strong>Tailor messages</strong>: to the occasion, keep it simple in store</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Edit</strong>: remove unsustainable products, product components and services from marketplace</td>
<td><strong>Encourage</strong>: tax system; reward schemes; penalties</td>
<td><strong>Develop</strong>: evidence-based guidance</td>
<td><strong>Create value</strong>: by being specific with technical solutions and communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engage</strong>: communication; media campaigns</td>
<td><strong>Act</strong>: to prevent food waste</td>
<td><strong>Evaluate</strong>: measure, monitor and report progress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. A Manufacturing Approach for Addressing Consumer Food Waste

As discussed in the previous section, the majority of the solutions proposed to minimise CFW regard manufacturers/retailers−consumers relationship as transactional. Transactional exchanges (Figure 2) refer to those “anonymous transactions” where both the buyer and supplier seek to “win at the other’s expense” [15]. The idea is for manufacturers and retailers to move towards the right of the relationship spectrum (Figure 2) by adopting value-added exchanges where they should improve their understanding of consumer behaviour (needs, attitudes, habits, etc.) leading to the generation of food waste and then formulate adequate and targeted solutions that would remove the barriers to a more environmentally sustainable consumption.

![Figure 2. Buyer seller relationship spectrum. Adapted from [15].](image)

In order for manufacturers and retailers to build strong relationships with their customers, they need to acquire three main capabilities: a) the mind-set of the organisation should be relationship-oriented so that its culture is focused on interacting with consumers before, during and after purchase; b) the organisation needs to continually deepen its knowledge of its customers; c) and the organisation process needs to be integrated and aligned with the customer’s process [15].

A possible approach to integrate manufacturers and consumers processes would be the servitization of food manufacturing. Servitization is “[when] the manufacturer [act]
as a service provider that sets out to improve the process of their customers through a business model rather than product-based innovation” [16]. It leads to the offering of a combination of goods and services, support, knowledge and/or self-service [17]. This concept has been mainly applied to products that do not cease to exist once they are used (e.g. washing machines); however, it can also be applied to consumable products [18] and therefore to the food sector. Thus, food manufacturing servitization would enable manufacturers and retailers to support consumers during the whole food provisioning process and in managing their domestic food related operations efficiently.

This research asserts that for manufacturers and retailers to support consumers in minimizing CFW, they should first acquire a strong understanding of their customers and then change their internal activities to align them with the consumption process (demonstrated in Figure 3). This should enable the manufacturers and retailers to supply the right offering to the right consumer, resulting in a reduction of CFW.

Servitization is advantageous to manufacturers as it enables them to gain a competitive edge by ‘locking in’ customers, setting up barriers to competitors and differentiating the market offer [17]; however, there exists some risk associated with implementing it. First, the early transition to servitization could be challenging depending on the market offering: manufacturers need to ensure that they have the capability to sell their product-service offering. The second risk concerns in the investment cost needed to make this strategic transition which includes: the initial capital needed to change the technical and organisational structure, and the additional transitional cost arising from producing the new offering such as costs of building new customer relationships [19]. The third risk is associated with the cost of production [19] as the manufacturing operations would be affected by the interaction with customers which would create uncertainties and increased variations.
4. Case Study

In order to better understand CFW and support the assertion that manufacturers and retailers play a crucial role in minimising CFW by collaborating with consumers, several food waste audits were conducted in public areas as well as domestic halls at Loughborough University. The university was chosen as it constitutes a good representation of an urban area. The investigations took place in three different living halls, the library and one of the university’s major schools. A total of 74.35 kg of general waste was audited where six general waste bags were collected from each facility and food waste was categorised into edible/inedible, animal/plant based and packaged/unpackaged. These three food waste categories were selected from a nine-stage classification proposed by Garcia et al. [20]; the remaining six categories in the aforementioned classification were not considered relevant in this investigation.

The analysis of the data obtained from the audits revealed that the proportion of edible food waste is significantly greater in the living halls compared to the public areas as shown in Figure 4. This observed difference can be explained by suggesting that consumers generate more edible food waste in domestic environments (kitchens) where food preparation, food inventory management as well as food consumption occurs; conversely, in public areas, it is expected that edible food waste is mainly a result of consumption in the absence of preparation or stock management.

The investigation’s result justifies the need for manufacturers and retailers to support consumers through their full food provisioning process in order to minimise CFW and this by adopting the aforementioned proposed approach (Figure 3) to: create innovative business offering which uses the product as a platform to provide services, knowledge and support that would enable consumers to be efficient in managing their food related operations; tailor their solutions so that products be customised depending on consumers’ needs; and engage the consumers through continuous communication supported by effective information systems.

5. Concluding Discussion

This work has highlighted the importance of manufacturers and retailers to foster more efficient and responsible food consumption and presented an overview of the efforts that have been made to support businesses in reducing CFW. The review has identified that the majority of the existing solutions regard manufacturers/retailers–consumers relationships as transactional and thus fail to consider the highly complex domestic environment where food related operations take place.
A proposed solution to solve this complex issue is to strengthen manufacturing and consumption relationship and this by: a) acquiring a deep knowledge of consumers, b) changing business offering through the servitization of food manufacturing and c) effectively communicating with consumers to adapt to their needs by using strong information systems and technologies.

This approach is a result of preliminary findings from an ongoing research project and does not cover elements necessary to change the mind-set of the organisation from offering products to offering products and services. Changing the organisation mind-set is regarded to be an important component to create more collaborative manufacturers/retailers-customers relationships.
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